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Introduction {#sec1}
============

The eukaryotic genome is transcribed by three RNA polymerases. RNA polymerase I (Pol I) transcribes a single pre-RNA gene, which is later processed in yeast into 5.8S, 18S, and 25S rRNAs. Pol II transcribes all mRNAs, and Pol III transcribes small structured RNAs such as tRNAs, 5S rRNA, and U6 snRNA. High transcriptional activity of Pol I (up to 60% of total transcription) is required for ribosome synthesis ([@bib43]), and misregulation of Pol I transcription has been linked to different types of cancer ([@bib13], [@bib21], [@bib36]). Accordingly, several small-molecule compounds that target Pol I and its transcription machinery are currently being tested as potential anti-cancer drugs ([@bib10], [@bib14]). Pol I is a 14-subunit enzyme that shares five subunits with Pol II and III (Rpb5, Rpb6, Rpb8, Rpb10, and Rpb12) that together with subunits A190, A135, AC40, AC19, and A12.2 form the core. Four additional subunits, the heterodimeric A43-A14 stalk, and the A49-A34.5 heterodimer complete the enzyme. While the overall organization of subunits is similar in all eukaryotic Pols, Pol I and III have incorporated Pol II general transcription factor-like subunits during evolution ([@bib41]). The crystal structure of apo Pol I ([@bib16], [@bib18]), as well as the cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of apo and transcribing Pol III ([@bib23]), has provided further insight into the mechanisms and evolution of eukaryotic RNA polymerases. In addition, cryo-EM structures of Pol I bound to the Pol I-specific factor Rrn3 have been reported ([@bib17], [@bib34]). Apo Pol I was crystallized as a dimer in two independently solved structures, with each monomer showing a wide DNA-binding cleft ([@bib16], [@bib18]). Dimerization of Pol I was mediated by the C-terminal region of stalk subunit A43, which inserted into the cleft of the neighboring Pol I. Additionally, the Pol I bridge helix (BH), a central, conserved element of the active center, was seen to be unwound in its middle region. Straight and bent BH conformations have been observed in bacterial Pol ([@bib40]), and limited movements of the BH during translocation have also been observed in Pol II ([@bib6], [@bib42]), consistent with complementary mutagenesis and molecular dynamics studies in different RNA polymerases (reviewed in [@bib44]). Interestingly, an acidic loop was observed in the DNA-binding cleft of Pol I, occupying a position similar to the DNA ("DNA-mimicking loop" or "expander"), while the C-terminal tandem winged helix domain (tWH) of A49 was absent in the complex. Overall, it was apparent that the apo Pol I crystal form, a dimer with a wide and occluded cleft, was incompatible with transcription elongation. However, dimerization has also been repeatedly observed in solution, suggesting that it might play a regulatory role ([@bib5], [@bib31], [@bib34]).

Here, we present cryo-EM structures of a Pol I open complex (OC) at 3.8 Å resolution; two fully engaged Pol I elongation complexes (EC1/2) bound to two different transcription scaffolds, both at 4.0 Å resolution; and one EC showing the A49 tWH at 4.6 Å resolution (EC_tWH). The different cryo-EM structures reveal closing of the DNA-binding cleft, folding of the BH, movement of the protrusion, and displacement of the A12.2 C-terminal domain from the active site. Comparison with the apo Pol I crystal structure and between the different cryo-EM structures reveals conformational rearrangements that mediate the gradual commitment of Pol I from transcription initiation to elongation and provide a framework by which this transition is promoted.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

DNA-Binding Cleft of Pol I Closes during Elongation Complex Formation {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the structural changes that Pol I undergoes upon initiation and elongation, we assembled two Pol I complexes with different transcription scaffolds: a 38-bp transcription scaffold containing an 11-nt transcription bubble and a 20-nt RNA oligonucleotide, as previously described ([@bib23]), and a longer 70-bp transcription scaffold containing the wild-type rDNA promoter sequence with a 15-nt transcription bubble and a 10-nt RNA oligonucleotide ([Experimental Procedures](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}). Cryo-EM data were collected on an FEI Titan Krios with a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detector. For the 38-bp transcription scaffold, only one reconstruction of elongating Pol I complex at 4.0 Å resolution (EC1) was obtained ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [S1, and S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available online). In contrast, three different complexes were sub-classified from the sample with the 70-bp transcription scaffold: a binary complex in which Pol I is bound to DNA but that does not show density for RNA that we therefore denote an open complex (OC) at 3.8 Å resolution ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), an elongation complex (EC2) at 4.0 Å resolution, and a minor fraction of particles in an EC conformation that showed additional density corresponding to the A49 tWH at 4.6 Å resolution (EC_tWH) ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In all reconstructions, the Pol I core, including its active center, is well defined, allowing unambiguous tracing of the main chain and depicting clear densities for most of the side chains (except for EC_tWH), while peripheral subunits like the A43-A14 stalk and the A49-A34.5 heterodimer and flexible loops show weaker densities ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F and S1G). We rigid-body fitted domains of the apo Pol I crystal structure (PDB: [4C3I](pdb:4C3I){#intref0010}) to the final EM densities and manually built regions in which there were significant deviations (mainly around the active site). Built models were real-space refined, yielding complex structures with excellent stereochemistry ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The Pol I molecules in EC1 and EC2 show a very similar overall conformation (root-mean-square deviation \[RMSD\] = 0.93 Å~4,124\ Cα\ atoms\ aligned~), despite the different transcription scaffolds. In the EC1, the downstream DNA duplex and the DNA/RNA hybrid are very well defined, with density similar to crystal structures at similar resolution ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib27], [@bib46]). In addition, the complete upstream DNA duplex is visible, while densities for the transcription scaffolds of the OC and EC2 are of lesser quality. The binary OC corresponds to a DNA-bound conformation prior to RNA synthesis or, alternatively, to a conformation where the RNA has been cleaved due to Pol I's intrinsic RNase activity (see discussion below). In contrast, EC1/2 and EC_tWH correspond to mature, transcriptionally active, post-translocated elongation complexes.

Compared to the crystal structure of apo Pol I, we observe major conformational changes upon binding of Pol I to the two different transcription scaffolds ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and 1B). The structural rearrangements can be grouped into the concerted movement of the two previously characterized modules 1 and 2 ([@bib18]). Module 1 comprises the major part of A190 (excluding the pore 1, funnel, and jaw domains), the C terminus of A135, Rpb5, Rpb6, Rpb8, and the stalk, while module 2 is formed by the rest of A135; the pore 1, funnel, and jaw domains of subunit A190; AC40-AC19; Rpb10; Rpb12; A12.2; and the A49-A34.5 heterodimer. In the OC, module 1 moves toward module 2, narrowing the DNA-binding cleft from 42 to 38 Å. Further closing of the cleft is observed in EC1/2/tWH, which, coupled to the movement of module 2 toward the DNA, narrows the cleft to 31 Å ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). In both OC and EC1/2/tWH structures, the progressive closing of the clamp enforces the narrowing of the DNA-binding cleft. The overall reduction in the cleft width between the Pol I dimer observed in the crystal ([@bib16], [@bib18]) and in solution ([@bib34]) and the Pol I EC is 11 Å. Interestingly, this reduction in cleft width is similar to that observed in the monomeric apo Pol I structure in solution (and in the Pol I-Rrn3 complex) compared to the apo Pol I dimer ([@bib34]). This suggests that there is only limited further closing of the monomeric apo Pol I upon formation of the Pol I EC. In contrast, the width of the DNA-binding cleft in the fully committed Pol I EC (31 Å) is more similar to the Pol II EC (33 Å) than to Pol III (19 Å) ([@bib23], [@bib27]). Both Pol I and II mainly synthesize transcripts with a length of above 1 kb, whereas Pol III transcripts have an average size of 100 nt ([@bib25]). The difference in the cleft width among the eukaryotic RNA polymerases could reflect an adaptation toward their transcription product lengths, which are more similar in Pol I and Pol II than in Pol III. In contrast, narrowing of the DNA-binding cleft and clamp closing appear to be conserved mechanisms in all eukaryotic RNA polymerases.

In all elongating Pol I complexes, the stalk subunits (A43-A14) follow the same movement as the clamp ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), which confirms the close coupling between the stalk and the core enzyme, also observed in Pol III ([@bib23]). Accordingly, the relative position of the clamp and stalk in EC1/2 is the same as in the OC ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). We observe relatively weak EM density for the distal end (A43 OB domain, residues 128--251) of the stalk in all maps, although it is better resolved in the OC ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). In addition, the C-terminal helix of A43, which mediates Pol I dimerization, is also disordered and absent from the reconstructions. This helix is also flexible in the apo Pol I monomer and Rrn3-bound conformations ([@bib17], [@bib34]), supporting its regulatory role during Pol I dimerization.

In the EC1, we also observe helical density above the clamp that we tentatively assign to the N-terminal helix of subunit A43 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This helix is connected to the tip domain (residues 31--128) by a 16-residue loop, which confers independent mobility. In contrast, in the OC, EC2, and EC_tWH, this helix is positioned much closer to the stalk, suggesting that it can adopt different positions during elongation.

Clamp Head and Protrusion Domains Stabilize Downstream and Upstream DNA {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In both the OC and EC Pol I structures, the entire downstream DNA is visible and adopts a position in the DNA-binding cleft similar to other RNA polymerases ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Notably, the clamp head module of A190 lies in close proximity to the downstream end, causing an asymmetry in the position of the duplex in the cleft as in Pol II and Pol III ([@bib2], [@bib23]). The Rpb5 jaw, which mediates downstream DNA binding of Pol II and Pol III, is also in a conserved position, suggesting that contacts in this region are maintained in all three eukaryotic RNA polymerases. However, compared to EC1/2, the downstream duplex in the OC is tilted toward the interface between the Rpb5 jaw and the clamp head ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, right panel), probably because the cleft is not yet completely closed. Interestingly, we observe no RNA density in the OC ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), as was previously reported for a Pol II open complex ([@bib22]). In both cases, the catalytic domain of the conserved transcription factor II S (TFIIS)-like factor (TFIIS in Pol II and A12.2 in Pol I) is present in the active site, while it is absent in the EC1/2/tWH structures. The presence of the catalytic domain A12.2C might affect the stability of the DNA/RNA hybrid and/or induce backtracking and A12.2-mediated RNA cleavage ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). However, a similar binary OC has also been observed in Pol II in the absence of TFIIS-like factors ([@bib9]), suggesting that Pol I is also able to bind and position DNA in the absence of RNA.

Strikingly, we observe density for the upstream DNA duplex in EC1, but not in OC and EC2 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). This is rather unexpected, for upstream DNA is not visible in the EC of Pol II and Pol III using a similar transcription bubble ([@bib23], [@bib27]). Nevertheless, upstream DNA density has been observed in cryo-EM reconstructions of mammalian Pol II with focused classifications ([@bib4]), and in the crystal structure of Pol II, where, in presence of TFIIF, longer DNA was used for co-crystallization ([@bib2]). The complete closing of the cleft by the movement of modules 1 and 2 toward each other positions part of the protrusion domain of A135 (residues 405--470), including several positively charged residues, close to the upstream DNA ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, left panel). In particular, basic residues R434, K441, K443, R444, R448, and R452 reach toward the phosphate backbone of the DNA duplex around positions −17 to −20 (position −1 corresponds to the annealed 3′ end of the RNA). The loop connecting the two DNA-contacting helices ("helix A" and "positive helix" in [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) contains two (Pol I and III) or one (Pol II) positively charged residue, while the "positive helix" is not conserved between yeast Pol I, Pol II, and Pol III ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Pol II establishes contacts with the upstream DNA through the Rpb2 "wedge" (residues 862--874) ([@bib2]). However, in all elongating Pol I complexes the corresponding loop (A135, residues 813--819) is disordered, although it contains a glycine, as in Pol II (G818), and two arginines that could potentially interact with the phosphate backbone. Interestingly, the upstream DNA in the Pol I EC1 is slightly shifted toward the protrusion, apparently favoring the interaction with the "positive helix," while in Pol II the DNA duplex is positioned closer to the "wedge" ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, left panel). This short helix could promote a tighter binding with the upstream DNA, thereby increasing the stability of the transcribing complex, while absence of upstream DNA density in the EC2 could be due to the longer and presumably more flexible upstream DNA duplex.

Active Site Changes during the Transition to the Elongation Complex {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

As in Pol II and Pol III, the DNA duplex in the EC1 is unwound from position +2 in the downstream end to position −11. Although most active site elements adopt similar conformations in apo Pol I, OC, and EC1/2, they move in a concerted manner and include a network of loops that may stabilize the open bubble, as discussed below ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C--2E and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, we observe different conformations of the middle region of the BH. Compared to apo Pol I ([@bib16], [@bib18]), the unwound region of the BH (A190 residues 1012--1016) progressively adopts a helical conformation during the transition to elongation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). While this region is well resolved in EC1/2, it shows weaker density in the OC and is disordered in the cryo-EM structures of monomeric apo Pol and its initiation-competent form ([@bib17], [@bib34]), suggesting that RNA synthesis, rather than closing of the DNA-binding cleft, triggers the complete folding of the BH. Accordingly, this mobile region includes a conserved threonine A190 T1013 (T831 in Pol II-Rpb1 and T879 in Pol III-C160), which has been proposed as a "probe" for DNA/RNA stability and to be important for TFIIS-stimulated RNA cleavage ([@bib12]). In the OC, residue T1013 is in a similar position as in apo Pol I, facing away from base position +1. Folding of the BH shifts its position toward the 3′ end of the RNA ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Remarkably, the position of this residue is the same in the ECs of all three Pols, suggesting a conserved mechanism ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@bib23], [@bib27], [@bib45]). Folding and relaxation of the BH during translocation has been proposed in bacterial RNA polymerase and in Pol II (reviewed by [@bib8]). The observation of different states of the BH in DNA-bound Pol I complexes suggests that folding and relaxation of the BH might also occur in Pol I.

Although the tip of the trigger loop (TL) is disordered in the OC and EC1/2, it adopts an "open" conformation (reviewed in [@bib29]). Accordingly, conserved residues previously involved in interactions with the nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) and other residues in the BH are in the same conformation as in the post-translocated Pol II and Pol III EC ([@bib23], [@bib27], [@bib42]). This suggests that after translocation, Pol I, II, and III adopt similar conformations. In Pol II, the upstream DNA template strand is separated from the RNA through conserved elements, namely the rudder, the lid, and fork loop 1 (FL1) ([@bib46]). In Pol I, the rudder (A190, residues 443--455), although flexible, becomes more ordered in the OC and EC1/2 compared to apo Pol I, and its position roughly overlaps with Pol II and Pol III but points toward the lobe instead of the protrusion. In contrast, the lid loop is not well resolved in the Pol I complexes compared to apo Pol I, which is different from the situation in Pol II and Pol III ([@bib20], [@bib23], [@bib27]). FL1 (A135 residues 470--484) and FL2 (A135 residues 505--520) are both implicated in stabilizing the transcription bubble and preventing DNA re-association. Both loops adopt similar positions as in apo Pol I. However, comparison with Pol II and Pol III reveals a different conformation of FL1 ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D and 3E). As in Pol III, the FL1 is in an open conformation, but is tilted toward the non-template (NT) strand. Notably, it forms a barrier with a β-hairpin (loop A) of the lobe (A135 residues 260-- 271) that would clash with the NT strand in the Pol II EC ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). In Pol II and Pol III, this extension is shorter and differently positioned. In contrast, FL2 adopts a position similar to Pol II and Pol III, sterically blocking duplex formation at the downstream end of the bubble. Interestingly, we observe another element from the lobe moving up toward the NT strand (residues 218--232, loop B) and narrowing the path for the NT single-strand region. The interplay among these four elements (FL1, FL2, loop A, and loop B) apparently stabilizes the open transcription bubble by interacting with the NT strand. Moreover, the position of loops A and B forces a different direction for the NT strand than in Pol II, which could influence the catalytic properties of the enzyme. Finally, DNA unwinding and interactions with the template DNA strand seem to be similar as in Pol II and Pol III, and are mediated by different elements of subunits A190 and A135 ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D).

In the crystal structure of apo Pol I, the "DNA-mimicking loop" (A190 residues 1340--1400) was shown to interact with a Pol I-specific arginine (A190 R1015) in the unwound region of the BH and with the aspartate loop, thereby stabilizing an inactive Pol I conformation and regulating its activity ([@bib16], [@bib18]). Consistent with its incompatibility in transcription, we do not observe any density corresponding to the DNA-mimicking loop in the OC or EC1/2 within the DNA-binding cleft or at any other region of Pol I. Moreover, folding of the BH changes the position of A190 R1015 and presumably contributes to destabilizing the interaction of the DNA-mimicking loop with the DNA-binding cleft.

A49 tWH and A12.2 C-Terminal Domains Are Mobile Elements {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

The A49-A34.5 heterodimer associates to the lobe of Pol I and anchors the N-terminal domain of subunit A12.2 ([@bib18]). The heterodimer subunit A34.5 connects with a long C-terminal linker to a distant anchor site, promoting a permanent association with the core, while the C-terminal A49 tWH might act as a functional counterpart of TFIIE in Pol I ([@bib41]). In the OC and the EC1/2 structures, binding of the heterodimer β-barrel to the core is conserved compared to the apo Pol I structure. Interestingly, the density corresponding to the A49-A34.5 heterodimer is stronger in the OC than in EC1/2, which suggests that this module becomes more flexible during elongation. The A49 tWH has been shown to be important for processivity both in vitro and in vivo ([@bib3], [@bib19], [@bib34]), and previous studies have placed this flexible domain near the DNA-binding cleft ([@bib26], [@bib34]). We fitted the crystal structure of the A49 tWH (PDB: [3NFI](pdb:3NFI){#intref0015}) in extra density that appeared in the EC_tWH reconstruction in the interface between the stalk and the upstream DNA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Notably, the WH2 domain and the C-terminal tail, shown to be important for DNA binding in vitro ([@bib19]), point toward the upstream DNA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, residues 367--415, which, when deleted, cause a cold-sensitive phenotype ([@bib3]), lie next to the DNA. Additional density, presumably corresponding to the A49 linker, spans over the DNA-binding cleft toward the A49 dimerization domain, while the C-terminal tail (403--415) is disordered. The position of A49 tWH matches the proposed functional and structural relationship with TFIIE ([@bib24], [@bib35], [@bib41]). Binding of the tWH to the upstream DNA could stabilize its interaction with the protrusion domain and enforce a closed clamp, thereby enhancing processivity.

The A49-A34.5 heterodimer also has a stimulatory effect on the RNA cleavage activity of the A12.2 C-terminal domain (A12.2C) ([@bib19]). A12.2C is homologous to the catalytic domain III of TFIIS and in the apo Pol I crystal structure adopts a similar position in the DNA-binding cleft, close to the NTP entry pore and the funnel domain ([@bib7], [@bib16], [@bib18]), while A12.2C is absent from monomeric Pol I ([@bib34]). In the reconstruction of the OC, density for the entire A12.2 subunit, including A12.2C, is also present ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C), while in EC1/2 and EC_tWH the N-terminal and linker regions are visible, but density for A12.2C is absent ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Although the position of the A12.2C in the OC is similar to that in apo Pol I, the catalytic loop appears to be flexible, as also observed in the Pol I-Rrn3 complex ([@bib17]). Conceivably, the partial cleft closing and the presence of the A12.2C in the active site in the OC resemble an intermediate state where Pol I can either move forward toward promoter escape and productive initiation or toward abortive initiation ([@bib11]). Consequently, the establishment of extensive contacts with the RNA and the upstream DNA, as well as further clamp closing in the EC, might displace A12.2C from the active site. Alternatively, it is also possible that in this conformation, the A12.2C is stabilized for early backtracking events. The position of A12.2C in the OC is similar to the position of TFIIS domain III in an arrested-reactivation intermediate of Pol II ([@bib7]), suggesting that it might represent a complex in which A12.2C has cleaved the RNA. Accordingly, the intrinsic RNA cleavage activity of Pol I is stronger with the 70-bp compared to the 38-bp transcription scaffold ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), which we attribute to differences in RNA length and transcription scaffold design. It has also been hypothesized that A12.2C interferes with one-dimensional diffusion of the enzyme along the DNA during pausing, thereby preventing the formation of large-scale backtracking ([@bib28]). Conversely, displacement of A12.2C would increase diffusion and likely the processivity of the enzyme. Importantly, the absence of a C-terminal TFIIS-like domain in the cleft during transcription elongation is a conserved trait among all eukaryotic RNA polymerases ([@bib23]) that is now also observed in Pol I.

Conclusions and Perspective {#sec2.5}
---------------------------

The cryo-EM structures of elongating Pol I further increase our understanding of the Pol I transcription cycle ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). Upon binding to DNA, the Pol I DNA-binding cleft progressively closes and the BH folds. The different BH conformation in the OC and EC1/2 suggests that the BH can adopt different conformations in the presence of nucleic acids, in line with current models of translocation ([@bib1], [@bib39]). In contrast to the pronounced changes in the BH, most other active site elements adopt similar conformations as in apo Pol I, although the movement of modules 1 and 2 brings these elements closer to the DNA/RNA hybrid. In particular, two loops protruding from the A135 lobe domain are in close proximity to the NT strand and could change the path of the NT strand through the cleft. After forming a stable DNA/RNA hybrid, the clamp further closes, thereby narrowing the DNA-binding cleft, while movement of module 2 brings fork loops, lobe, and protrusion domain into close contact with the transcription bubble. These conformational changes further stabilize the DNA/RNA hybrid in a mature EC, but also displace A12.2C from the DNA-binding cleft. In conclusion, Pol I uses conserved functional mechanisms, but also Pol I-specific features, for transcription elongation. The functional roles of these specific features now need to be further explored using complementary genetic and biochemical approaches.

Experimental Procedures {#sec3}
=======================

Protein Purification and Complex Assembly {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------

Pol I was purified from *S. cerevisiae* using an AC40 TAP-tag purification protocol as previously described ([@bib32]), except that purified Pol I was exchanged for EM buffer (150 mM (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~, 15 mM HEPES-NaOH \[pH 7.5\], and 10 mM DTT). For the EC1, Pol I was mixed with a 5-fold molar excess of a pre-annealed 38-bp transcription scaffold with an 11-nt mismatch region as previously described ([@bib23]), except that a 20-nt RNA (5′-UAUAUGCAUAAAGACCAGGC-3′) was used. Briefly, the template (T) and non-template (NT) strands were mixed at a final concentration of 50 μM and annealed by heating to 95°C in RNase-free water, and then slowly cooled to 25°C in 1 hr. Then, an equimolar amount of RNA was added and annealed by heating the sample to 45°C, then cooled down to 4°C. The complex was incubated for 1 hr at 4°C to a final concentration of 1 mg/mL in EM buffer. For the OC, EC2, and EC_tWH, Pol I was incubated with a pre-annealed 70-bp transcription scaffold (prepared as described above) containing the core promoter sequence (−50 to +20) (T, 5′-GTCTTCAACTGCTTTCGCATGAAGTACCTCCCAACTACTTTTC CTCACACTTGTACTCCATGACTAAACC-3′; NT, 5′-GGTTTAGTCATGGAGTA CAAGTGTGAGGAAAAGT AGTTGGCGTAGCAGGAGAAGTAAAGCAGTTGAAGAC-3′) and a 15-nt mismatch region with a 10-nt RNA (5′-GAGGUACUUC-3′) in 100 mM potassium acetate, 50 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5), 5 mM magnesium acetate, and 10 mM DTT. Both mismatch-containing scaffolds are artificial and may differ from an in vivo-created, fully complementary transcription bubble. The sample also contained Pol I-specific transcription factors Rrn3 and core factor, but only a minor fraction of particles contained density corresponding to these proteins.

Sample Preparation {#sec3.2}
------------------

Samples were diluted to 0.2 mg/mL and immediately used for grid preparation. A total of 2.5 μL of sample was applied on freshly glow-discharged Quantifoil grids (400 mesh holey carbon 1.2/1.3 molybdenum for EC1 and 200 mesh holey carbon 2/1 copper for OC, EC2, and EC_tWH) in an FEI Vitrobot Mark II at 20°C and 100% humidity. The sample was incubated for 15 s, blotted for 8 s, and flash frozen in liquid ethane.

Electron Microscopy {#sec3.3}
-------------------

Data were acquired on FEI Titan Krios operating at 300 keV through a Gatan Quantum 967 LS energy filter using a 20 eV slit width in zero-loss mode. Movie frames were recorded on a Gatan K2-Summit direct electron detector at a nominal EFTEM (energy-filtered transmission electron microscope) magnification of 105,000× corresponding to 1.35 Å calibrated pixel size (in 4K mode). A total of 715 and 4,235 movie frames were collected for EC1 and OC/EC2/EC_tWH, respectively, using a defocus range of −0.75 to −4 μm. For both datasets, 20 super-resolution frames were collected with a dose rate of 2 e^−^ Å^−2^ s^−1^ for a total dose of 40 e^−^ Å^−2^. Data collection was fully automated using SerialEM ([@bib30]).

Image Processing and Model Building {#sec3.4}
-----------------------------------

Acquired cryo-EM images were processed using RELION-1.4 ([@bib37]), and models were built using COOT ([@bib15]) and UCSF Chimera ([@bib33]). Figures were prepared using Chimera and PyMol ([@bib38]). Further details can be found in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

RNA Extension Assay {#sec3.5}
-------------------

The 20-nt and 10-nt RNA oligonucleotides were radiolabeled with ^32^P by T4 PNK and gel purified on denaturing 15% urea-PAGE, for reactions using either the 38-bp or the 70-bp transcription scaffold. A total of 2 pmol of pre-annealed transcription scaffold was incubated with 4 pmol Pol I for 20 min at 20°C in EM buffer in the presence of 5 mM MgCl~2~, and the reaction was initiated by adding the corresponding NTP(s) at a final concentration of 250 μM. RNA extension was performed at 28°C for 20 min. The reaction was stopped by adding loading buffer (8 M urea, TBE) and heating for 2 min at 95°C. The resulting RNA product was analyzed on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel (17% PAGE, 8 M urea) using an FLA7000 phosphoimager (Fujifilm).

Author Contributions {#sec4}
====================
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Accession Numbers {#app1}
=================

The accession numbers for the cryo-EM maps are Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMD): EMD-3446 (Pol I OC), EMD-3447 (Pol I EC1), EMD-3448 (Pol I EC2), and EMD-3449 (Pol I EC_tWH). The accession numbers for the coordinates of the corresponding atomic models are PDB: [5M5W](pdb:5M5W){#intref0020} (Pol I OC), [5M5X](pdb:5M5X){#intref0025} (Pol I EC1), [5M5Y](pdb:5M5Y){#intref0030} (Pol I EC2), and [5M64](pdb:5M64){#intref0035} (Pol I EC_tWH).
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![Cryo-EM Structures of Open Complex and Elongating RNA Polymerase I\
(A) Top (left) and front (right) views of the open complex (OC).\
(B) Top (left) and front (right) views of the elongation complex (EC1). Subunits are colored according to the labels on the box, and the corresponding Pol II subunits are shown in parentheses. Zn^2+^ ions are represented by green spheres. The distal part of the stalk in the EC1 is flexible and is shown for illustration purposes with weaker coloring.\
(C) Schematic representation of modules 1 (red) and 2 (blue) after DNA binding. The distances above the cleft of apo Pol I (dimer), OC, and EC1/2 indicate the distance between the Cα atoms of subunit A135 residue 423 and A190 residue 429 located in the protrusion and clamp core domains, respectively.\
See also [Figures S1--S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.](gr1){#fig1}

![Pol I Interactions with Nucleic Acids\
(A) DNA (blue)/RNA (red) densities for the EC1, EC2, and OC. In the OC, no density for the RNA is present. The density for the nucleic acids low-pass filtered at 5 Å resolution is shown in white.\
(B) RNA extension assays for the 38-bp and 70-bp DNA/RNA scaffolds. The RNA was radiolabeled at the 5′ end with ^32^P. Lanes: M, 36-nt RNA marker; 1 and 7, DNA/RNA scaffold minus Pol I; 2 and 8, + Pol I without NTPs; 3 and 9, +Pol I and GTP (38 bp) or ATP (70 bp); 4 and 10; +Pol I and GTP and UTP (38 bp) or ATP and UTP (70 bp); 5 and 11; +Pol I and GTP, UTP, and ATP; and 6 and 12, +Pol I and four NTPs. The positions on the template strand are shown on the right. The asterisk indicates RNA cleavage products.\
(C) Schematic representation of the 38-bp DNA/RNA scaffold and Pol I elements that are within 8 Å of the DNA duplexes, colored according to the subunit. Colored circles represent modeled nucleotides, while unfilled ones were not modeled; "A" and "B" refer to loops A and B, respectively.\
(D) Residues that are within 5 Å of the template and RNA strands in the DNA/RNA hybrid, colored as in (C). Boxed amino acid residues are identical within Pol I, II, and III.\
(E) Schematic representation of the 70-bp DNA/RNA scaffold, as in (C).\
See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gr2){#fig2}

![Pol I Active Site Elements and Its Comparison with Pol II and III\
(A) Functional elements in the active site are shown for apo Pol I (yellow), OC Pol I (green), and EC1/2 Pol I (dark gray/wheat). The BH gradually folds upon cleft closure together with movements of modules 1 and 2.\
(B) Folding of the BH repositions the conserved threonine 1013 (pink) close to the RNA at position −1.\
(C) Threonine 1013 is a conserved residue in Pol II (purple) and Pol III (red).\
(D and E) The FL1 and loops A and B in the active site of Pol I form a narrow passage that presumably directs the path of the NT DNA strand. Pol II (purple; D) and Pol III (red; E) don't show similar arrangements of these elements.](gr3){#fig3}

![Position of the A49 tWH, Displacement of the A12.2 C-Terminal Zn^2+^ Ribbon from the Cleft, and Pol I Transition upon DNA Binding\
(A) Cryo-EM map of the EC_tWH low-pass filtered to 8 Å resolution and colored according to the subunits as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The density corresponding to the A49 tWH is shown in transparency with the crystal structure (PDB: [3NFI](pdb:3NFI){#intref0045}) fitted. The proposed connection between the A49 dimerization domain and the tWH is colored like A49.\
(B) Close-up views of the fitted density showing the position of the DNA-binding region (circle) and the position of the C-terminal tail.\
(C and D) A12.2 density (shown in yellow) in the Pol I-OC (C) is displaced in the Pol I-EC (D). A12.2 density is filtered to 5 Å resolution for better visualization. The dotted black circle in the Pol I-EC demonstrates the absence of additional density, as opposed to the Pol I-OC, where the A12.2 C-terminal domain is visible.\
(E) Schematic illustration of apo Pol I dimer (left), Pol I-OC (middle), and Pol I-EC (right) in back view. Subunit A12.2 and the BH are drawn separately; clamp head and protrusion domains are indicated by an encircled line. The DNA-mimicking loop is depicted in blue in apo Pol I.](gr4){#fig4}

###### 

Refinement Statistics

                                                   OC                                   EC1                                  EC2                                  EC_tWH
  ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------
  **Model Composition**                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                  
  No. of chains                                    14 + 2                               14 + 3                               14 + 3                               14 + 3
  Non-hydrogen atoms                               34,779                               34,490                               34,103                               35,860
  Protein residues                                 4,271                                4,135                                4,161                                4,383
  Nucleic acids                                    43                                   79                                   51                                   51
  Ligand (Zn^2+^)                                  7                                    6                                    6                                    6
                                                                                                                                                                  
  **Refinement**                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                  
  PDB ID                                           PDB: [5M5W](pdb:5M5W){#intref0050}   PDB: [5M5X](pdb:5M5X){#intref0055}   PDB: [5M5Y](pdb:5M5Y){#intref0060}   PDB: [5M64](pdb:5M64){#intref0065}
  Resolution (Å)                                   237.6--3.8                           237.6--4.0                           237.6--4.0                           237.6--4.6
  Map sharpening B-factor (Å^2^)                   −109                                 −108                                 −89                                  −124
  MolProbity score                                 2.18                                 2.21                                 2.25                                 2.27
  Clash score (all atoms)                          11.24                                13.09                                12                                   11.91
  Rotamer outliers (%)                             2.51                                 1.88                                 2.3                                  2.85
  Ramachandran statistics: favored (%)             95.61                                94.46                                94.40                                95.21
  Ramachandran statistics: disallowed (%)          0.02                                 0.02                                 0.07                                 0.02
  RMS (bonds, Å)                                   0.0033                               0.0033                               0.0034                               0.0034
  RMS (angles, °)                                  0.93                                 0.92                                 0.94                                 0.94
  Nucleic acids (RNA): correct sugar puckers (%)   --                                   92.3                                 100.0                                100.0
  Nucleic acids (RNA): good backbone conform (%)   --                                   77.0                                 88.4                                 88.4

[^1]: Lead Contact
